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Characterization and measurement of color fringingFrédéri Cao, Frédéri Guihard, Hervé Hornung and Cédri SibadeaDxO Labs, 3 rue Nationale, 92100 Boulogne-Billanourt FRANCEABSTRACTThis artile explains the ause of the olor fringing phenomenon that an be notied in photographs, partiularlyon the edges of baklit objets. The nature of olor fringing is optial, and partiularly related to the di�ereneof blur spots at di�erent wavelengths. Therefore olor fringing an be observed both in digital and silver halidephotography. The hypothesis that lateral hromati aberration is the only ause of olor fringing is disarded.The fators that an in�uene the intensity of olor fringing are arefully studied, some of them being spei�to digital photography. A protool to measure olor fringing with a very good repeatability is desribed, as wellas a mean to predit olor fringing from optial designs.Keywords: Photography, hromati aberration, spetral response, blur spot.1. INTRODUCTIONDispersion (i.e. refration index depends on the wavelength) is a physial phenomenon that leads to what optialengineers all "hromati aberrations" [1℄. In a photograph, hromati aberrations an usually be seen as olorfringes along the boundaries of objets. Optial designers take great are to orret hromati aberrations up tosome point, but some residual hromati aberration an still lead to olored artifats around objets boundariesin a photograph. This is well known to photographers, who generially all these artifats lateral hromatiaberration. However, this is improper and lateral hromati aberration has a preise meaning that shall bedetailed further on. As a matter of fat, even with well-orreted optis that exhibit no visible lateral hromatiaberration, purple or blue fringes an be observed at the boundaries of baklit objets, see Fig. 1. The olorof the fringes depends on the amera and the observed sene. These fringes an appear at the image enterand are symmetrial, that is to say, the olor of the fringes is the same on both sides of a baklit objet. Onthe other hand, lateral hromati aberrations are usually negligible at the image enter, and they also yieldasymmetri olor fringes. Therefore, experimented photographers have roughly lassi�ed olor fringing into twolasses: lateral hromati aberration and purple (or blue) fringing. The ause of purple fringing has remained amystery so far, and more or less fany explanations an be found on the internet, inluding that purple fringingwas atually lateral hromati aberration (while we will prove it is not). Also, a popular belief is that purplefringing appeared with digital photography. This is not true. However, it an be ampli�ed in digital photographybeause of several fators that shall be detailed in this artile. Most of all, digital images an be zoomed in,muh more than silver halide photographs used to be, making olor fringing more notieable. The aim of thispaper is to desribe the di�erent optial auses of olor fringing (Set. 2), a protool to measure olor fringing inSet. 3, with the numerous fators that an in�uene it. A method to predit at di�erent exposure from a singleshot and from an optial design is presented in Set. 4.2. OPTICAL CAUSES OF COLOR FRINGINGIn all what follows, we onsider theoretial optial systems, with irular lenses perfetly aligned, that is to saywith negligible manufaturing errors, whih ould inlude tilt, deentering of the lens and so on.Further author information: (Send orrespondene to Frédéri Cao)Frédéri Cao: E-mail: fao�dxo.om, Telephone: +33 (0)155205587



Figure 1. Digital photograph of a baklit tree. Left: luminane hannel. Right: blue hannel. The blue hannel exhibitsobviously too large values inside the branhes. Sine the other hannels are dark (as they should be), the branhes showlarge olor fringes. The width of these fringes an be at least 4 or 5 pixels.2.1 Lateral hromati aberrationWhen a lens system forms images of di�erent sizes for di�erent wavelengths (due to light dispersion), or spreadsthe image of an o�-axis point into a rainbow, the di�erene between the image heights for di�erent olors is alledlateral olor, or hromati di�erene of magni�ation. For a single lens, blue rays will bend more than red raysand thus form their image loser to the optial axis. The e�et in the image plane is that magni�ation is di�erentfor eah wavelength, see Fig. 2. Therefore, for a system with perfetly aligned revolution lenses, it is essentiallya radial phenomenon, null at the image enter and it inreases when going further in the image �eld [2, 3℄. Awhite spot on a blak bakground is imaged as a segment oriented to the optial enter. Eah wavelength isimaged as a point on this segment. Note that the height of a point is not neessarily a monotone funtion of thewavelength, and depends on the optial design. In this simple model, even though eah wavelength is in�nitelysharp, a transition ontaining multiple wavelengths does not appear sharp. See Fig. 4. In photography, it isvery usual to have three types of photoells (either in silver halide or digital photography), and lateral hromatiaberrations reates bluish fringe on one side of an objet and reddish or yellowish on the other side. A ommonbelief is that lateral hromati aberration is the ause of purple fringing. This annot be true for several reasons:
• purple fringing an appear at the image enter, whereas there is usually no lateral hromati aberration(for an optial system with no tilt or entering problem).
• purple fringes are roughly symmetrial on both sides of a thin objet, whereas fringes due to lateralhromati aberrations have a di�erent hue on both sides.
• purple fringes are essentially isotropi whereas lateral hromati aberrations are mostly direted to theimage enter.These remarks are qualitative but the preise hromati aberrations of an optial system an only be desribedby the design itself.2.2 Longitudinal hromati aberrationLongitudinal hromati aberration ours when the position of the plane in whih a point soure is imaged varieswith the wavelength. In this ase, it is not possible to fous the optis for all wavelengths simultaneously. Theplane in whih the image is observed will be alled the fousing plane. In partiular, for a sene at in�nity, thefousing plane is the foal plane. Beause of longitudinal hromati aberrations, all the wavelengths do not fousin the fousing plane. The fousing position is therefore a ompromise so that no wavelength is too muh "out offous". Fousing is usually performed for a green referene wavelength, around 550nm [4℄. For a wavelength that



Figure 2. Lateral hromati aberration. The magni�ation depends on the wavelength.does not onverge on the image plane, a point light soure is imaged as a spot, alled the blur spot. When theblur spot is very small, the eye or a sensor annot disriminate it from a single point. However, it an be largeenough so that this approximation no longer holds and the image beomes blurry. A dark/bright transition ismore or less blurry, depending on the wavelength. For instane, if the fous in optimized for a wavelength in themiddle of the visible spetrum, the wavelengths at the ends of the spetrum may appear blurry. The transitionis a mix of long (red) and short (blue) wavelengths and appear as a purple halo. See Fig. 3. That halo an behardly visible on a low ontrasted transition but ampli�ed on an oversaturated high ontrasted transition.
Figure 3. Longitudinal hromati aberration. The di�erent wavelengths of a light soure at in�nity on the optial axisonverge at di�erent position on the axis. If the image is observed on a plane where the green is optimal, then red andblue appear blurry.2.3 Third order and higher order aberrationsUp to now, we have only onsidered �rst order optis, but real optial systems su�er from higher order aberrationssuh as the well-known third order Seidel aberrations: spherial aberration, oma, �eld urvature, astigmatismand distortion. All these aberrations an be wavelength dependent. The onsequene is that depending on optialspei�ations and onstraints like small size, small optial trak length (TTL), light weight, large aperture, ostand hoie of material (whih are typial for amera phones optis), an optial designer may not have enoughparameters to redue all aberrations to negligible values. The optial design is therefore a ompromise and eventhough �rst order (lateral and longitudinal) hromati aberrations an been made negligible, the blur spot anstill depend on the wavelength due to higher order aberrations and to di�ration. Note that the blur spot mightbe anisotropi, and olor fringing is then dependent on the orientation of the edges. Even if not radial, the blurspot usually has an approximate entral symmetry, and the olors of the fringes on both sides of an elongatedobjet are usually very lose. Moreover, the aberrations desribed above an also our lose to the optial axis,that is, at the image enter. As suggested above, lenses are also optimized to �t the eye sensitivity. It is wellknown that the sensitivity of the human eye is not onstant over the visible spetrum. The relative sensitivity inwell-lit onditions is given by the photopi urve, elaborated by the CIE [5℄. This urve attains its maximal valueat 555nm, so it is sound to make lenses with best auray at about this wavelength, orresponding to greenisholors. If the shorter wavelengths are signi�antly more blurry, a bluish fringe appears; if longer wavelengths aremore blurry, a reddish fringe appears. If both are, a purple fringe appears.



2.4 ConlusionsColor fringing an be observed on both digital and silver halide photographs. It has various auses, relatedto di�erent kinds of hromati aberrations. To make things simple, we an fous on the onsequenes of theseaberrations on an image that an be observed in a plane. Chromati aberrations an be essentially summarizedby desribing the variation of the blur spot as a funtion of the wavelength. The variation of the position ofthe blur spot reates lateral hromati aberration. The di�erene of shape of the blur spot in the image planeusually reates purple fringing. Although this an be improper sine this ould reate any olor in priniple, theblur spot is usually optimized for the green (around 550nm). Therefore, di�erent shaped blur spots usually yieldpurple or blue fringing. Although lateral hromati aberration an modify purple fringing, it annot be its mainause. 3. MEASUREMENT OF COLOR FRINGING3.1 General methodIn this setion, we desribe how olor fringing an be measured from an image shot with a digital amera. Thismeasurement an be performed either on JPG or RAW images. The idea is to measure the di�erene betweenthe olor hannels aross a transition between a neutral dark path and a neutral bright path. The method issimilar to the one of the ISO 12233 standard for the evaluation of the resolution of amera [6℄. The �rst step isto measure the values of the three hannels on lines rossing an edge making a small angle (between 5◦ and 7◦)with the horizontal or the vertial. See Fig. 5. Thanks to this small angle, pro�les with subpixelli shifts anbe obtained, and agglomerated to obtain a single pro�le with subpixelli auray. This pro�le is alled EdgeSpead Funtion (ESF), sine it models the response of the amera to a sharp edge. Let us all R(x), G(x) and
B(x) the value of the R, G and B hannels at position x, where x belongs to a �nite interval, ontaining all thetransition. The proess to obtain these hannel values in�uenes the quantity of olor fringing, and this will bedetailed further on. For the sake of simpliity, we just assume that R, G and B is representative of the numberof photons oming in bandwidths respetively entered at large, medium and small wavelengths of the visiblespetrum.In what follows, the G hannel is always taken as the referene hannel. The de�nitions are given for the bluehannel, but the same apply for the red one. Blue fringing is due to an exess of blue with respet to green. Tomake the measurement invariant with respet to the exposure, the exess must be relative. Hene, the relativedi�erene of blue and green is alulated. It is de�ned as

dBG(x) =
B(x) − G(x)

max G − min G
. (1)The maximal and minimal value of G are obtained far enough from the transition.Definition 3.1. Let α be a real value in (0, 1). We all blue fringing area, the set of points

ABF = {x, dBG(x) ≥ α}. (2)The blue fringing size is |ABF |, the length of the fringing area. We all blue fringing intensity the value
IBF =

1

|ABF |

∫
ABF

dBG(x) dx, (3)that is, the mean value of the relative di�erene of B and G over the blue fringing area.The same holds for the red fringing. In pratie, we notied that α = 0.05 was a good value for usual exposureonditions.This de�nition is quite simple but several remarks an be made. First, an exess of green with respet toblue an also be of interest, in whih ase we replae ABF by A∗

BF
= {x, dBG(x) ≤ −α}. The blue fringingintensity is then a negative value. As noted above, there may be red fringing and blue fringing at the sameplae, whih is typial of ahromati lens fousing the red and the blue at the same position. This is typial



of optis optimized on the medium wavelengths. In this ase, the apparent olor is more purplish for positiveblue and red fringing. In ase of positive blue fringing and negative red fringing, the dark side of a transitionappears yan. Let us assume that there is no lateral hromati aberration and that the blue hannel is moreblurry than the green hannel. Then, on a dark/light transition, positive blue fringing appears on the dark sideof the transition, while negative blue fringing appears on the bright side of the transition. If the response G(x)and B(x) are linear funtions of the illumination, then the amount of positive and negative fringing are the same(up to sign). However, if the bright side of the transition is saturated, whih is often the ase with a baklitobjet, only positive blue fringing is observed on the dark side of the transition.

Figure 4. Comparative pro�le of the green and blue hannel aross an edge. When the blue hannel is more blurry, anexess of blue an be observed on the dark side of the transition (left). The exess of green in the bright part is usuallynot observed for two reasons. First, the bright part is usually saturated (right), and when it is not the ase, the hanneldi�erenes are attenuated by the tonal urve in the highlights while ampli�ed in the shadows.3.2 ProtoolIn order to obtain images with a high dynami range, we measure the response to a slanted edge on a transmissivetarget. The shot must be taken in a dark room, and the only illumination omes from the bright part of theslanted edge. In order to measure the olor fringing in the horizontal and vertial diretions on a dark/brightand bright/dark transition, the light only emits through a square with slanted sides. The luminane of the deviemust be uniform. The following parameters must be reported:
• the soure luminane (in cd/m2).
• the illuminant temperature, or better, the spetrum measured with a spetrometer.
• the shooting distane
• the fousing distane
• the exposure time
• the lens aperture
• the ISO setting
• the position in the image �eld
• the orientation of the transition (horizontal/vertial)
• the type of transition (dark/bright or bright/dark)
• any setting of the Image and Signal Proessing (ISP) (as sharpening, denoising, olor saturation...)
• the type of the image (RAW or JPG)In order to measure how muh the sensor is saturated, a T4 105 Stou�er target an be set lose to the slantedsquare. This target onsists of pathes with linear varying density (hene exponential transmittane), and isused to detet the luminane saturating the sensor.



Figure 5. Blue fringing measurement hart. The target is transmissive and allows high illumination (1500cd/m2 in thepresent ase). The saturation luminane is determined using the Stou�er target below the square. The square is slantedat an angle between 5
◦ and 7

◦ to obtain pro�les with super resolution.3.3 Diret measurementThis onsists in photographing the slanted square soure and reporting the size and the intensity of the blue andred fringing. This is adapted for both RAW and JPG and the exposure parameters need to be spei�ed. TheT4105 Stou�er target is used to determine the saturation level of the sensor. Remark that on RAW images, theStou�er target is also used to estimate the white balane orretion. For JPG images, white balane is supposedto be orreted, but it might be neessary to adjust it if the di�erene between hannels is too large. Indeed, thefringing measure would be more representative of the white balane bias than of the optial aberration.On Fig. 6, the pro�les of the four RAW hannels (R, Gr, B, Gb) of a 2Mpixel amera module are displayed.The blue hannel is obviously more blurry than all the other hannels. The red hannel is as sharp as the greenones. Hene, this sensor exhibits blue fringing (not purple). The pro�le shown on this �gure orresponds to anon-saturated shot. Sine the sensor response is linear, all the fringing measurements lead to the same valuefor non-saturated shots. For saturated shots, the size and the intensity of the olor fringing inrease with theexposure and empirially stabilize for exposure about 4 times the dynami of the sensor, although it is dependenton the MTF pro�le. For a same amera module, measurements an be done in RAW and JPG format. Thismeasurement in JPG is dependent on the olor rendering and the possible sharpening applied to the image,whereas the RAW measurement is more representative of the optial aberration. For low exposure levels, theISP an orret blur on the di�erent hannels. Sine the orretion an be adapted to the hannel, blue fringingan be essentially aneled as long as the sensor response is linear. After saturation, suh a simple orretionis not as e�ient, and the JPG values are loser to the RAW values. They still an di�er beause of the olormatrix, the tone urve and the possible �lters that are applied in the raw onversion.3.4 In�uening fatorsIn order to fully desribe the di�erent fators of olor fringing, it is neessary to detail some parts of the imageaquisition proess. The light oming to the sensor has a ertain spetral distribution I(λ) giving the quantityof energy at the wavelength λ. Note that this light an diretly ome from a light soure and be transformedby the medium it rosses (as the sunlight rossing the atmosphere, making the sky blue), or it an be partiallyre�eted by an objet, in whih ase it is modi�ed by the physial properties of the objet. In any ase, a olorsensor �lters out the wavelengths seletively in the di�erent olor hannels. This proess is usually desribed bythe quantum e�ieny (QE) of the sensor, whih gives the (statistial) number of free eletrons generated by asingle photon hitting the photosensitive ell with a given wavelength. Eah of the olor hannels R, G and B has



Figure 6. Pro�le of the four raw hannels along a transition. Blue fringing is observed sine the red and green hannelshave the same level of sharpness, ontrary to the blue hannel whih is more blurry.

Figure 7. Measurement in RAW vs. JPG for a same amera module. When the image is not saturated, blur an beorreted by linear �lters. The ISP orreted the longitudinal hromati aberration in this ase, and the blue fringingequals 0 for the lowest exposures. However, when the image is saturated, the same orretion is ine�ient and RAW andJPG values show the same behavior. Di�erenes an be due to the ISP, in partiular the tone urve and the olor matrix(see text).its own quantum e�ieny. Thus, the number of eletrons generated by the inoming light is
Ne =

1

hc

∫
I(λ)QE(λ)λ dλ, (4)where h is the Plank onstant and c the speed of light. A RAW sensor (whih may be CCD or CMOS) basiallymeasures this number of eletrons, up to di�erent gain fators, and several types of noise as thermal agitation,analog/digital onversion, et. If a neutral material is observed, the light oming to the sensor has the samespetral distribution as the illuminant, up to a multipliative fator depending on the physial properties ofthe material. In any ase, the values of the RGB olor hannels depend on the illuminant and the quantume�ienies of the olor �lters. At least, a measurement of olor fringing also has to report the illuminant olortemperature, or better its spetral distribution. It is usual to assume that the amera has to ompensate theilluminant, through a white balane orretion. It makes more sense to measure the olor fringing after whitebalane orretion. This makes the measurement more independent of the illuminant (though not ompletely,espeially if the illuminant spetrum has very loalized rays as �uoresent tubes). Note that white balane anbe tuned a posteriori for digital images. For silver halide photography, the white balane is hosen a priori withthe �lm, and it does not depend on the amera (the variation of the transmission of the lens with wavelength isnegleted). If the sensor has a linear response, then the quantity de�ned in (1) is independent of the exposure:inreasing the light intensity, or the exposure time does not hange this value, and the olor fringing is alsoonstant. (Remark that inreasing the aperture inreases the quantity of light, but it may hange the blur spot,



thus olor fringing). However, the sensor has a saturation level, and the value measured by (1) depends on theexposure, one the sensor saturates. Hene, the exposure of the sensor has to be given for any measurement.Silver halide �lms do not have a linear response, espeially in highlights and shadows, and this hange the valueof olor fringing. Even after white balaning, the response of a RAW sensor does not orrespond to the RGBvalues in the �nal image. The most basi olor rendering ontains at least two more steps:1. a hromati orretion, that basially onsists in mapping the spetral responses of the sensor onto theolor mathing funtions x̄, ȳ, z̄. The most simple model is a linear transformation (thus a 3 × 3 matrix)applied on the raw R, G, B hannels. The olor matrix usually inreases the intensity of olor fringing.2. a tone urve, also alled the Opto-Eletroni Conversion Funtion (OECF), operating a non linear mappingon the R, G, B values. A lassial tone urve is a power 1

2.2
, but it varies a lot from one amera to theother. However, the tone urve ampli�es the ontrast in the shadows and ompress the ontrast in thehightlight. Therefore, it an also inrease olor fringing on the dark side of a transition.Every other step of the ISP is also suseptible to hange the value of olor fringing. For instane, sharpeningalgorithms hange the pro�le of values aross a transition, hene the olor fringing. Note that in theory, itis possible to use a deonvolution kernel to inverse the blur on eah hannel, and to eliminate olor fringing.However, this is not feasible in pratie. First, deonvolution is an unstable proess, very sensitive to noise, andthe amera response is non linear due to saturation and tone urve (for JPG images). Demosaiing also mixesthe di�erent olor hannels and attempt to reonstrut information up to the Nyquist frequeny, even thoughthe hannels are subsampled. Therefore, measurements in RAW or JPG format are expeted to be di�erent.The e�et of lateral hromati aberration is twofold: �rst, sine the olor hannels of the sensor are omposedof di�erent wavelengths that are shifted with respet to one another, eah olor hannel is blurry. Seond,the entral positions of the olor hannel are also di�erent, and the pro�les are globally shifted. This e�et isvery muh dependent on the �eld position of the illuminant, and on whether the transition is dark/bright orbright/dark. 4. COLOR FRINGING PREDICTION4.1 From a non saturated shotThis predition is valid for images in RAW format. Sine the response of the sensor is linear (up to the sensorsaturation), the pro�le of the RAW olor hannels an be predited for any exposure. In addition, any knownpart of the ISP an be applied. In partiular, the olor matrix an have an important impat on the olorfringing intensity (slightly less on the size of olor fringing). The pratial limitation, that prevents to reah veryhigh saturation levels, is the ampli�ation of noise. However, it is usually possible to attain saturation fators ofabout 8.4.2 From an optial designOptial design software programs are able to ompute the path of any light beam for an arbitrary wavelength. Ifthe quantum e�ienies of the sensor are known, it is possible (by simple linearity) to estimate the blur spot atany position of the �eld (taking di�ration blur into aount), as well as lateral hromati aberration. Therefore,it is possible to estimate the ESF for any edge, in any orientation and at any position in the �eld. Lateralhromati aberration an be taken into aount at will. Moreover, there is no limitation on the exposure, sinenoise is due to rounding errors and an be arbitrary small. It is also possible to take manufaturing errors intoaount by introduing tolerane bounds on the design.5. CONCLUSIONSThe generi term olor fringing refers to several di�erent optial phenomena. Contrary to what an sometimesbe read, the so-alled purple or blue fringing is not an eletroni phenomenon exlusive to digital photography.It is not lateral hromati aberration either. It is due to longitudinal hromati aberration, or more generallyto the fat that the size of the blur spot varies with the wavelength. A protool to measure purple fringing was



Figure 8. Predition of blue fringing from a non saturated pro�le. Left: fringing size; right: fringing intensity. Di�erentvalues of gain and a lipping were applied to a non saturated pro�le to simulate a saturated pro�le at di�erent levels ofexposure. A single shot leads to the dashed line. The solid line is obtained from di�erent shots at di�erent exposures.The predition is good, the inauray oming mostly from noise.

Figure 9. The rendering of olors needs to map the olor spae of the sensor onto the olor spae of the output devie(or any amera independent olor spae). This depends on the spetral responses of the sensor, and the illuminant. Onthe above experiment, the dashed urve orresponds to raw measurements at di�erent exposure levels. The solid urveorresponds to the same measurement after the olor matrix has been applied.proposed. For RAW images, the value of purple fringing an be predited at any saturation level from a nonsaturated shot. It an also be predited from an optial design, although amera module manufaturing errorsan bias the measurements. REFERENCES1. M. Born and E. Wolf, Priniple of Optis, Pergamon Press, New York, 1964.2. W. Welford, Aberrations of Symmetrial Optial Systems, Aademi Press, New York, 1974.3. W. Welford, Aberrations of Optial Systems, Adam Hilger, Bristol, 1986.4. W. Smith, Modern Optial Engineering: The Design of Optial Systems, M Graw Hill, New York, 1990.5. Commission Internationale de l'Elairage, Colorimetry, 3rd edition, CIE, 2004.6. ISO, Photography � Eletroni still-piture ameras � Resolution measurements (ISO 12233), ISO Interna-tional Standard, 2003.


